SOAR HIGH PAF

CG, PAF MESSAGE

ustain transformation for Territorial
Defense, Internal Security and National
Development
Optimize international defense cooperation
and interagency partnerships
Accelerate improvements to force level
command and control
Respond rapidly to crisis and calamities

Harmonize

efforts towards the whole of
nation approach
Institute good governance and
transformation
Generate superior strategies and doctrines
to leverage on air power
Harness talents and expertise

Promote InSTEP and the Rule of Law
Adopt mechanisms for the judicious
efficient utilization of resources
F ast track capability development

and

The issue of reform and transformation is a
primary concern for the Philippine Air Force. Today’s
multidimensional security environment on the one hand
and resource constraints and demands of public
accountability on the other requires that PAF future
development must ensure sustainable force
modernization that is aligned with the larger
transformation efforts of the AFP while institutionalizing
good governance in crafting the ends, ways and means
of its strategy.
The PAF Flight Plan 2028 affirms the wisdom and
superiority of existing PAF strategic planning initiatives
by reiterating the vision of “a professional and competent air force responsive to national security and
development” as well as its core values of Integrity,
Service above self, Teamwork, Excellence in everything
that we do and Professionalism (InSTEP).
Through this Flight Plan, the Philippine Air Force
is strengthened in charting its future course as part of a
united and mutually supporting AFP Team. Equally
important, it is mapping the path towards its vision and
the performance of its mandate along the lines of
reform and good governance.
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What is the PAF
Flight Plan 2028?
The Philippine Air Force Flight Plan 2028 is a
14-year comprehensive strategic plan aimed at
steering the Philippine Air Force to greater heights.
The Flight Plan 2028 was launched with the
assistance of the Institute for Solidarity in Asia, a
non-stock non-profit organization which utilizes the
Performance Governance System (PGS)
Framework. The Flight Plan covers the entirety of
the PAF and its operations, combining capability,
materiel, technology development, the upgrade and
strengthening of professionalism and competence
of all airmen. The PGS enables the organization to
be transparent by reporting on performance gains
and focuses on programs and projects that can
continue beyond leadership changes of the Command.
The PAF has successfully completed the
Initiation Stage of the PGS with the Public Revalida
last October 21, 2014 where the PAF garnered the
Silver Governance Trailblazer Award. Currently, the
PAF is now undertaking the Compliance Stage of
the PGS, which includes the establishment of the
PAF Office of Strategy Management, Cascading of
the Flight Plan to lower units, the creation and
implementation of the Strategic Communication
Plan, and the formation of the PAF Multi-Sector
Governance Council.

